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Introduction
• Perioperative hemodynamic instability has various causes and 

evaluation can be challenging
• Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) provides safe 

and comprehensive evaluation when performed by trained 
echocardiographers 1,2

• Clinical diagnoses may not agree with echo findings 3
• Studies have described management changes in the ICU and 

OR but have not compared intraoperative vs. post-operative 
findings 4,5

• A significant difference would necessitate focusing care 
based on patient setting

• Our department established a 24/7 rescue echo service in 2009 
staffed by Level 3 trained anesthesiologists

• Requested at the discretion of the attending 
anesthesiologist 

• Recorded in a database
• This database provided a resource for understanding 

differences in findings in the OR vs. the ICU.

Hypothesis
The predominant hemodynamic diagnoses have different 
frequencies for intraoperative versus post-operative rescue 
studies.
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Results

Figure 4: LV 
diastolic 
dysfunction was 
more common in 
the ICU.
p-value: <0.05
OR: 1.8
95% CI 1.13-
3.06

Figure 5: RV 
systolic 
dysfunction was 
more common in 
the ICU.
p-value: <0.05
OR: 5.3
95% CI 2.86-
9.84

Figure 7: No 
significant 
difference 
between OR and 
ICU incidence.  
p-value: 0.33
OR: 1.5
95% CI 0.31-
1.49

Figure 6: SWMA 
was more 
common in the 
ICU.
p-value: <0.05
OR: 1.2
95% CI 1.09-
1.29

ConclusionsResults

Figure 3: LV systolic dysfunction was 
more common in the ICU.   
p-value: <0.05, OR: 2.4, 
95% CI 1.19-4.87
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Methods

•Chart-review, retrospective study
•IRB approval

•All reports were generated by level 3 echocardiography trained  physicians
Criteria for diagnoses:

12 pre-operative

1244 non-rescue echo

423 intra/post-op 
rescue

435 rescue echo

1679 total echo 
studies

Inclusion criteria:
•Rescue echocardiogram
•Exam performed from 
February 2010 to June 2012

Exclusion criteria:
•Non-rescue study
•Cardiac surgery patients
•Pre-operative rescue study

LV Systolic 
Function

Severely hypodynamic (EF<30%) 
Moderately hypodynamic (EF 44%‐
30%)  Normal (EF 70%‐45%) 
hyperdynamic (EF >70%)

LV Diastolic 
Function

Normal 
Slow relaxation 
Pseudonormal
Restrictive

RV Systolic 
Function

Moderately, severely hypodynamic
Mildly hypodynamic
Normal 
Hyperdynamic

SWMA Not Present 
Present

Pericardial 
Effusion

None
Effusion without tamponade
Effusion with tamponade
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Abstract
• Objective: To compare findings of emergency echocardiography 

(rescue echo) in the intra-operative period to findings of rescue echo 
in the ICU setting.

• Design: We queried a database of perioperative echo for all rescue 
echo studies done over a two year period. We compared the 
frequency of left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular (RV) systolic 
dysfunction, LV diastolic dysfunction, LV segmental wall motion 
abnormalities, and hypovolemia of the intraoperative and ICU studies.

• Results: LV and RV systolic dysfunction were more prevalent in ICU 
rescue echo studies compared to intra-op rescue studies (22% vs. 
10%, and 34% vs. 13%, respectively, p<0.05 for each).  LV diastolic 
dysfunction was more prevalent in ICU rescue echo studies compared 
to intra-op rescue studies (60% vs. 48%, p<0.05). Segmental wall 
motion abnormalities (SWMA) were more prevalent in the ICU 
compared to intra-op setting (38% vs. 19%, p<0.05).

• Conclusion: In an observational study of real-world rescue echo, the 
incidence of LV and RV systolic dysfunction, LV diastolic dysfunction, 
and LV SWMA were all more common in the ICU compared to the 
intra-op studies. This could reflect the differences in patient 
population, differences in reasons clinicians perform rescue echo in 
the OR and in the ICU, or the hemodynamic effects of anesthesia.

In a real world observational study of rescue 
echo findings, we found a higher frequency of LV and 
RV systolic dysfunction, LV diastolic dysfunction, and 
LV SWMA in the ICU compared to the OR studies. The 
distribution of findings was significantly different in 
the intraoperative vs. ICU settings. This may reflect an 
increased disease severity in ICU patients, as well as 
different hemodynamic and pharmacologic profiles in 
these patients as compared to intraoperative patients.  
The structured audits of our echo database lead to a 
quality improvement decision to include volume 
status in the echocardiogram reports more 
consistently.

Figure 2: LV Volume status shows more
hypovolemia in the OR.

Figure 1: A four chamber view of the 
heart using TEE


